Lāʻau (Plants)

My Plant’s Hawaiian name (& Western name): ______________________________
Scientific name: ______________________________

**Draw:**
In the space provided, draw the plant. Be as detailed as possible, and spend the time to make it as accurate as possible. If you’d like, you may use the space provided sideways.

**Plant:**

**Leaf and shoot:**

**Flower:**
Communicate the various characteristics of the plant. Remember to use descriptive words that will evoke a mental picture. For example; the leaf’s shape, how do the veins run on the leaf, the color and texture of the bark (if there’s bark on the plant), petals of the flower, and so on.

Describe the various uses of this plant. Important things to note would be; how to prepare it; how to grow it; what are the best conditions to use it; harvesting; young plant vs. old plant; and was it common for everyone to use.

- **food**

- **medicinal**

- **equipment (used for twine, housing, making tools, etc.)**